thousand akshouhinis and proceed to Rasatala and subdue the Nagas, Siddhas,
Ball and other dwellers therein. Let us not go in our natural forms; for we should not
be discovered. Let us assume invisible gaseous forms that we may easily enter
their bodies and absorb all their vital fluids."
Having listened to this advice of Bhandasura, his two brothers expressed their
great joy at the excellent proposal. Elated, and eagerly saluting their brother, they
took leave of him and, collecting a thousand akshouhinis each, proceeded on their
respective missions.
Like a veritable hurricane, Bhandasura and his one thousand akshouhinis
surrounded Svargaloka from all directions. Invisible to the suras, they entered the
bodies of all the living and began to drink up all the Rasa including their vital fluids.
Gradually, the devas and devatas began to lose their vigour and strength. Their lips
began to shrivel; the eyes became weak and lustreless; the full and plumpy cheeks
became pale and hollowed and soon began to sag;the eyes sank into the sockets
which dug in deeper day by day; their muscular bodies began to shrink until only
skin and bone were visible; the limbs looked like so many eel-skins stuffed; charm
and beauty became a thing of the past; laughter and smiles were heard no more; all
the suras were transformed into mis-shapen, hideous figures moving about listlessly;
gone was all vim and vitality; sex-attraction evaporated with the drying up of the
vital fluid; the glow of youth was nowhere to be seen; everyone looked old and
shrivelled up. The males were ashamed of being seen by the apsaras and so hid
themselves within their homes. The apsaras, on the other hand, ceased bearing
children too, and this barrenness reflected in the loss of all charm and allure". They
had fqrgotten song and dance, and were incapable of responding to or arousing the
sexual instinct. Unable to look upon their faded beauty themselves, they hid from
the sight of all devas. As beauty vanished and ugliness reigned supreme in
Svargaloka, there was weeping and wailing in every home; even wine gave no
pleasant reaciton, for it vanished the moment it had been swallowed. The full and
heaving bosoms of the Apsaras had now softened and sagged and hid from view;
alas! Their full blown rosy cheeks became folded like an old woman's - sans smiles
and colour. Thus, bereft of beauty, driven from all happiness and unable to bear
any issue, the womenfolk of Devaloka wilted in their homes, filled with sorrow and
dismay.
Even trees and plants and flowers and fruits were affected; they too began to
dry up. First, the fruits dried up and fell; then the flowers and buds ceased, and
finally even new sprouts stopped appearing; and gradually only dried sticks and
stubble were left. The animals and birds began to miss their food while they
themselves became incapable of reproduction and began to vanish one by one. No
more were songs of birds to be heard anywhere; no colourful gardens or parks were
extant as before.
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